
zero energy lab
 Research office utilities that 

consume low amounts of 
energy, and investigate how to 
improve the efficiency of 
current utilities.

Research and test 
various energy efficient 
lighting solutions.

Research environmentally 
friendly floor, wall, and ceiling 
finishes along with necessary 
office furniture.

Develop a website to display 
the development progress 
of the Zero-Energy Lab and 
provide information regard-
ing “green technology”

Develop a rating system that 
can be used by consumers 
and industry to compare the 
embodied energy of prod-
ucts

demo & removal
clean/prime/paint walls
floor repairs
pre fab spiral stairs
bathroom additions
mezanine rehab
electrical work
floor polish
doors
fire proffing
punch list

1 week
3 weeks
1 week
2 days
5 weeks
1 week
1-3 days
1 week
1-3 days
1-3 days
1-3 days

item time

spring 2008
team members

time frame for renovation

critical path of work

lab space

loren bo
jennifer gambrell
max irishfrazin
danial mathus
christopher mayers
kaye palomo
kunal patel
brian rojas
sandeep sadasivuni

janathan sibley
daniel sirotzke
suni smith
kyle stachowiak
anthony wachniak
geno gargas
justin mickow
mike warnes
nancy hamill

example
shrenzhen greenway technology co., ltd
(notebook battery manufacurer)
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zel rating =
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what is zel rating?

zel rating is a rating system which enables us to compare different products based on howenergy friendly they are.  it is obtained through the equation below.

there are four main componenets in zel rating which are creation and 
transportation energy, its yearly new consumption and its expected 
lifetime.  since the formula is concerning strictly with energy 
consumption, the non-energy related environmental or health impacts 
of a “green” vs. non-green product is not considered.

this component takes into account the differnt modes of 
transportation used,  the distance travelled and the 
number of units that are shipped at one time which 
share the energy costs. 

an object can get from its creation point to the final destination by many 
means.  the energy required to transport an object will thus depend on 
its route from its creation point to its final destination.  the figure to 
the right shows two different routes. route a shows an object being 
transported by means of airplane (a1) then by means of truck (a2).  route 
b shows an object being transported by means of boat (b1) then by means 
of train (b2).  all these are taken into account while calculating the 
transportation energy using the formula given above.

in creating a product, a manufacturer has energy costs in physical production which is directly linked to creation energy as well as the energy required to design, 
market and other indirectly linked aspects.  this part of zel ratings can be used more than once to take into account for the creation of the  sub-components of the 
finished product and the assembly of the the finished product.

required data:

required data:

-method of transportation

-distance travelled

-number of units being transported

-monthly electrical usage

-monthly natural gas usage

-other monthyly energy use

-number of employees and their location 

-number of units produced in a month

= 22.520 btu/unit

[(187.5 x 3413) + (300 x 2,250,000)]

30,000

-monthly energy useage = 187.5 kwh
-number of employees = 300 people
-location = mainland china
-number of units produced in one month = 30,000
-lifetime = 1 year

given:

plane

truck

transportation energy =

= 2,660 btu/unit

[(6.500/6.6) x (0.6 x 135,000)]

30,000

-mode of transportation = airplane
-distance travelled = 6,500 miles
-number of units transported = 30,000

given:

transportation energy =

total transportation energy = 2693 btu/unit

zel rating = 

= 33 btu/unit

= 25,213 btu/year

[(106/6.6) x (0.45 x 138,700)]

30,000

-mode of transportation = diesel truck
-distance travelled = 106 miles
-number of units transported = 30,000

= transportation energy 

transportation component

(2,693 + 22,520 +0)

1

gallons
mile

= miles x consumption rate 
gallons

btux energy content %x efficiency 
miles

creation component

btu
unit

= creation energy 
[ number of products created in a month     ] 

=
btu

unit

btu
[ energy consumption of factory    ] + [energy consumption of employees     ] 

btu
unit

creation
btu
unit

yearly consumption

years
unit

lifetime

[ number of products created in a month     ] 
=

unit

kwh
unit

[(energy electrical        x 3413       ) + gas        ] + [employees         x energy consumption per capita       ]
kwh people
btu

person
btu

month
btu
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S F E A T U R E S

• HOUSING – 22 gauge die formed, welded C.R.S.

• FINISH – Highly reflective, non-glare textured

matte white polyester powder coated finish with

multi-stage iron/phosphate prepared metal

• REFLECTOR – 20 gauge highly reflective textured

matte white powder coated perforated steel,

precision formed

• SHIELDING – 20 gauge texture white powder

coated steel, 50% open perforation with matte

white acrylic overlay

• ELECTRICAL – Electronic ballast standard, instant

start T8, programmed start T5, rated Class P

• LABELS – UL/CUL listed as fluorescent luminaire

suitable for dry or damp locations

• MOUNTING – Optical/electrical module attaches

to the XT-TRNK wireway which may be surface,

cable, or pendant mounted

• Solid reflector provides downward component

when primarily direct illumination is preferred

• Direct/Indirect basket provides a uniform, luminous

effect and conceals the lamp at all viewing angles

• Highly reflective textured matte white paint for

increased efficiency

• Die-cast aluminum end-caps secure the shielding

and provide a high-end look

• Optional decorative brackets add a distinct touch

to the environment

• Shielding/electrical module hinges onto trunk and

snaps securely into place

• Entire system can be installed without the use of

tools

O P T I C AL / E L E C T R I C AL  MO D U L EThe optical/electrical module is a 
component of the XT system and is to 
be used with the XT-TRNK/wireway module.
See other XT spec. sheets for details
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